Leave Chipping Norton Town Hall by A361 in the Banbury direction. Soon TL on B4026 to Over Norton. TL in village towards Little Rollright. TL at T junction and continue on this road to X rds where TL and soon TR to Little Compton. On entering village take small lane on right. Within 100 yards TR to Barton-on-the-Heath. Here TR at T junction to Great Wolford. In village go straight on at X rds to Toddenham where TR at T junction and immediately left towards Stretton-on-Fosse. At A429 TR and first left. This road will bring you to B4479 where TL and continue to Paxford. After 2 miles TL to Draycott. TL at T junction and at end of village, at X rds, TR. At next X rds straight on and at T junction TR. At X rds TL to Moreton-in-Marsh. Here TR on A429 and in centre of town TL on A44 towards Oxford. In ½ mile TR into lane and continue for 2½ miles to Evenlode. Pass through village and in ½ mile TL to Adlestrop (keeping left to pass through village). At A436 TL and immediately TR to Cornwell. Follow this road for 1½ miles to B4450 where TL to finish at Chipping Norton Town Hall.